
Good practices Using 
Yellow Sticky Cards

Yellow sticky cards are widely used in greenhouses. It is one of the tools available to the grower 
to monitor the pest situation in his greenhouse.
We will see how to use them properly, what to expect in terms of pest pressure reporting 
accuracy but also what are their limits.

The basics : 
Replacement frequency
It is recommended to monitor and change the cards once a week. 
To be able to compare the counts, it is key to have the same exposition time to pests every 
week. Consistency starts here.

Card size
A lot of card sizes are available on the market. Usually, the standard 3” by 5” is sufficient to 
provide a representative value regarding pest pressure in the greenhouse.
Again consistency mains that you have to select one kind of card and “stick with it”.

Card density
It is usually recommended to have 1 card for 10,000 sq.ft.
But you have to adapt to your greenhouse situation according to your crops sensitivity to pest 
and the information level needed to run your IPM program.
It is interesting to 

Add more cards next to the doors by the windows
Add more cards if you want to better locate hotspots (for example one card for 1,000 

sq.ft may be good for crops sensitive to Whiteflies)

Card position
The card position depends on the pest you want to monitor :

2” above the canopy to catch thrips
Horizontal just over the media to catch Fungus gnats or Shore flies

During late winter, it is interesting to place some cards just above the floor to catch Thrips that 
have overwintered in the soil.

The main cards (for monitoring over the canopy) can be :
Hanging a string from the greenhouse structure => adjustable height and doesn't move 

with the crop (benches on pipes)
On a stick => May trap non flying pests



Other sticky card considerations
Colours
Sticky card colours is a topic that has been discussed many times. Here is what specialists 
agree on :

Yellow sticky cards works on many species including thrips
Blue sticky cards works only on thrips. If you only want to track thrips, blue is saving 

beneficials but attracts bumblebees.
Black is specific for tracking Tuta absoluta

Pattern
When you use the pattern to count because the card is loaded, you might have already lost 
control on the pests.
Anyway if you want to count on part of the card, select the vertical column in the middle which is 
the most representative (Aphids and Thrips tend to be trapped on the bottom).
For consistency, if you count part of the card, keep doing it over locations and over weeks.

Sticky cards counts VS real situation
As we have seen, the quality of sticky cards monitoring depends on a lot of parameters.
It is necessary to know what to expect from sticky cards:
For what pest you can rely on it
It usually works well for most flying pests.

Winged Aphids but aphids numbers are usually already high
Whiteflies if enough cards as infestation starts with very local spots
Thrips
Fungus gnats
Shore flies

For what pest you cannot rely on it
Non flying pest don’t reach the card.

Late detection of aphid populations (only catching winged aphids
Spider mites
Caterpillar

For these reasons, we cannot only rely on the sticky cards counts to get an accurate idea of the 
pest management situation in the greenhouse. 
We highly encourage to do visual plant inspection at the same time as the card count. 
Actually, you can either :

- Monitor the same plant every week by flagging it 
- Or randomly inspect the same amount of plants every week. 

The plant inspections have to be monitored the same way as the cards in a grid just specifying 
that the trap is different to be able to make statistics based on the trap kind.



Mass trapping
Mass trapping uses large cards or tapes displayed widely across the greenhouse. it is 
interesting to use it by the vents to reduce impact of outdoors pests.
Mass trapping can be improved with lures.
It is not a standalone pest management solution as it is not 100% efficient but it can be used to 
slow down infestation.
If well positioned, it can trap whiteflies and thrips. but it is usually more efficient to use trap 
plants

Reusing Cards
During the winter period :

Pest pressure is usually low with very few pests on the cards
Temperature rarely pass 20 °C (68 °F) and the quality of the glue remains good for a 

couple weeks.
Then you can avoid replacing the card every week. For that, you have to get organized to 
deduce the previous weeks counts or use a software including such a feature.
It reduces the yellow sticky cards expenses 💵 and the amount of plastic release in the 

environment 🌎 .

Conclusion :
Yellow sticky card even if it is not prefect is a major pest monitoring tool for greenhouses. It is 
important to know the limits and visual plant inspection is a necessary complement.
Consistency remains the key to observe change over time on the pest populations. Then it is 
important to have one qualified person in charge applying every time the same monitoring 
strategy.

Comment or questions?
Please Contact :
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